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Kapeesh - Mobile Game Developer Pursues Draw Something's $200M Success
Published on 01/22/13
Game developer Richard Lay, founder of SkyTop Labs, has announced the release of Kapeesh
1.8.1, a mobile social game where the aim is to describe an answer for others to guess,
without using a list of taboo words. Inspired by the success of OMGPOP's Draw Something
which was acquired by Zynga in 2012, Kapeesh has set out to gain the attention of social
gamers around the world who prefer to express themselves using their words rather than a
paint brush.
Melbourne, Australia - Richard Lay introduces Kapeesh 1.8.1 for iOS, a mobile social game
where players describe words or expressions to each other without using any of the taboo
words that are presented to them. The idea of Kapeesh was born after the mobile game Draw
Something shot to fame in early 2012. Kapeesh attempts to emulate their success using the
power of words.
Kapeesh is a modern mobile take on the popular board game Taboo, which has been played for
decades and was also the basis of televised game shows. But unlike the traditional version
of Taboo, Kapeesh doesn't need to played in the physical presence of your family and
friends. Instead, it is played online using your device's internet connection.
"With many word games in the market such as Words with Friends and Scramble with Friends,
Kapeesh aims to differentiate itself from the vast majority of others by focusing on
expression, creativity and ability to think outside the box, rather than just knowledge of
the dictionary." said Richard, "People express themselves differently depending on who
they're playing with, and that helps to keep things interesting."
The title of the game is derived from the Italian word 'capisci', which translates to 'do
you understand?'. "The name Kapeesh neatly describes what the game is all about, to see if
your friends and family understand what you are trying to say." said Richard.
Games continue to dominate the app market, raking in over 80% of total revenue. A 90 day
study by San Francisco-based Flurry discovered that social turn-based games, like Kapeesh,
is among the top genres for retaining and engaging users. Social turn-based games prove to
be effective in building an active, loyal user base by creating interesting games played
among friends.
Unlike other gaming giants in the market, Richard is the sole developer of Kapeesh. "It's
definitely tough being the only developer." said Richard, "Being based in Australia, where
the start up culture isn't as strong compared to the United States, you just need to work
even harder to keep up."
Language Support:
English, German, Northern Sami, Spanish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 11.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Kapeesh 1.8.1 is free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games
category.
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Kapeesh 1.8.1:
http://www.skytop-labs.com/kapeesh
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/kapeesh-word-game/id575143509
Flurry Blog:
http://blog.flurry.com/bid/92377/The-Gamification-of-Mobile-Games
Screenshot 1:
http://a285.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/072/Purple/v4/d3/4a/c5/d34ac5b4-2722-8f16-2071-1b1
de9a735c2/mzl.afzfvfju.320x480-75.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://a546.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/093/Purple/v4/d0/f7/65/d0f76581-8790-7411-ebe4-66ab
001861f8/mzl.njiwrosl.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/077/Purple/v4/07/dc/ab/07dcabf8-3529-06a5-3ce1-4a1ee5ff91d
e/mzl.bhhsswvd.175x175-75.jpg

Founded in 2012, SkyTop Labs is a new player in the Australian game development industry.
Focusing on mobile gaming development, SkyTop Labs strives to create unique games on
mobile devices that keep people interested. Copyright (C) 2013 SkyTop Labs. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and trade names are the
property of their respective owners.
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